PA R T S & A C C E S S O R I E S
CHRIS DREES, PRESIDENT—MERCURY MARINE

Next, my colleague Brett Dibkey at Advanced Systems Group and I will walk through
the incredible momentum we’re experiencing within our parts and accessories
business.
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As you might recall, in 2020 we formed a new division with ASG. This was a strategic
move to help set up new opportunities for growth.
The new operating model provides additional focus on Brunswick’s ACES platform by
aligning brands that are already industry leaders in key product segments.
Overall, this new reporting segment highlights the attractiveness of these businesses.
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2020 showed explosive growth in the P&A segment – especially in the second half of
the year, where sales grew by over 25%.
Growth was driven by increased boat usage and by new boaters entering the market.
The Recreational Boating & Fishing Foundation reports that millions of consumers
came to or came back to boating in 2020. We’re talking close to 10 million people on
the water who weren’t in 2019.
We’re also working closely with our dealer network and our content teams to support
new buyers with education and information. And we're confident that when they
experience the latest Mercury products, they’ll understand how enjoyable boating
can be.
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P&A is a more than $6 billion market and continues to be a key focus area for growth
moving forward.
Our parts and accessories offerings are extremely broad, as highlighted on this Lund
fishing boat. We can outfit a consumer’s boat with products from bow to stern.
The overall range and strength of our product lines is outstanding. Our current
business is approximately 75% aftermarket‐focused. And over the last two years, P&A
sales growth CAGR is up 13%.
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MERCURY MARINE POWERS
1 OF 2 BOATS IN THE U.S.
MARKET TODAY

N O O N E C A N R E P L I C AT E O U R B U S I N E S S M O D E L

Mercury's success on the propulsion side gives us a real advantage in this segment.
Current estimates show there are nearly 12 million boats on the water in the U.S.
Half are powered by Mercury.
No one else in the industry can match that share. The scale of our propulsion
business drives demand for Mercury proprietary products. And it generates strong
revenue streams across many of our P&A product lines.
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>27,000 GLOBAL CUSTOMERS
Our global distribution footprint through Land ‘N’ Sea, Payne’s, BLA and Lankhorst
reinforces our P&A strength because it gives us unprecedented reach for our
products.
We’re currently servicing almost 27,000 outlets globally. This allows us to supply
more boaters with everything they need to enjoy their time on the water.
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As consumer buying habits shift from traditional retail channels to e‐commerce,
we’re continuing to advance our capabilities.
We already have a strong foundation of digital platforms in place and are seeing
positive results. E‐commerce sales for P&A products grew by over 40% in 2020.
Our distribution businesses have also grown globally.
Land ‘N’ Sea has shown significant growth, nearly doubling the growth rates
compared to the industry in the U.S.
We’re going to continue to win in this segment by investing in digital platforms that
reach consumers where they prefer to shop. And we’re going to continue to meet
demand by leveraging our extensive distribution footprint.
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Now, to take you through some of the great new innovations coming from the
Advanced Systems Group, I want to introduce Brett Dibkey, president of ASG.
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Pending New Design
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BRETT DIBKEY, PRESIDENT—ADVANCED SYSTEMS GROUP
This data is internal to Brunswick.

Thank you, Chris. As Chris shared, my name is Brett Dibkey, and I am President of
Brunswick’s Advanced Systems Group – or ASG. On behalf of my nearly 1,500 global ASG
colleagues, I’m excited to share a little more about our organization and the exciting future
in front of us.
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The first wave of ASG was marked by the acquisition of Power Products in 2018.
A short time later, Power Products, Attwood, and Nautic‐On were consolidated under
a single organizational umbrella, which ultimately led to the formation of ASG.
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DELIVER PRODUCTS THAT
WORK SEAMLESSLY
TOGETHER

STREAMLINE GO-TO-MARKET
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FULLY UNLOCK THE
POWER OF OUR BRAND
& PRODUCT PORTFOLIO

Then, late in 2020, we fully integrated these previously independent businesses into a
single operating structure.
This integration allowed us to re‐focus our new product innovation efforts on
developing products and solutions that work seamlessly together.
What’s more, this integration enabled us to streamline our go‐to‐market engine. We
now show up to our customers as a single organization – rather than three
independent ones. This change allows us to be a more efficient and effective partner
for our many valued customers.
Net, by integrating under a single operating model, we tore down silos. ASG is now in
position to fully unlock the power of our industry‐leading brand and product
portfolio.
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We are emerging from this first formative chapter of ASG – our “first wave” ‐‐ in an
extraordinarily strong position. We hold the number 1 or 2 share position in virtually
all categories in which we compete. We have an asset‐light, highly profitable business
model that yields strong returns for the enterprise. Our product portfolio is extremely
well positioned to capitalize on clear emerging trends related to electrification and
the migration to digital on‐ and off‐board experiences.
And, finally, our combination of OEM and aftermarket sales, coupled with access to
multiple industry‐verticals make for a highly resilient, anti‐cyclical business model.
What’s most exciting, despite all these strengths, we have significant untapped
growth and value creation potential in front of us. We see this growth coming from
four key sources. Let me walk you through each at a high level.
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DELIVER GROWTH IN
MARINE SEGMENT
BY LEVERAGING STRONG MARKET POSITION
AND CHANGING INDUSTRY DYNAMICS

First, we see growth coming not only from a marine industry that is experiencing
structural global expansion—but from a marine industry that is changing in a way that
presents tremendous opportunity for ASG.
Boat builders are shifting from providing analog on‐board control to providing more
immersive digitally powered on‐ and off‐board experiences.
In addition, we are on the front edge of increased adoption of Lithium‐Ion battery
technology to power both propulsion and on‐board house systems. ASG is extremely
well positioned to capitalize on these industry trends through our existing brand and
product portfolio.
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EXPAND ALREADYSTRONG RV PRESENCE
THROUGH CONTINUED PRODUCT INNOVATION
AND DISTRIBUTION GAINS

Our second growth lever entails leveraging our already strong presence to drive over‐
indexed growth in the RV and specialty vehicle industry verticals.
Many of the same trends that are occurring in marine are also occurring here and,
again, we are very well positioned to capitalize on these trends.
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DRIVE GLOBAL GROWTH
FROM EXISTING BRAND PORTFOLIO IN
UNDER-REPRESENTED MARKETS

Our third growth lever relates to driving growth globally – particularly in those
markets where we are under‐represented.
A good example here relates to our Mastervolt brand. The Mastervolt brand leads
the European marine market in power storage and delivery, but is under‐represented
in other global markets, like the U.S.
With our new operating model now in place, we see significant opportunity to drive
growth of the Mastervolt brand – and many others like it – in the U.S. and other
global markets.
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EXECUTE M&A
W H E R E I T A C C E L E R AT E S A N D
S T R E N G T H E N S O U R S T R AT E G Y

Finally, our fourth growth lever relates to inorganic growth. We are very active in this
space and expect to drive M&A in the months and years ahead that advance our
strategies and deliver growth and value creation for ASG and Brunswick.
While I won’t spend time on this growth lever today, I’d like to provide a deeper
overview of our first two growth strategies – driving growth in marine and also in the
RV and specialty vehicle industries.
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On the marine front, and as I shared earlier, we have an unmatched brand portfolio
that spans the entire vessel, bow‐to‐stern. This slide captures many, but not all, of
the industry‐leading brands that we go to market with. Each of these brands are
highly regarded as leading the way for both performance and quality in the industry.
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40%

60%
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From a go‐to‐market perspective, we have global access to virtually all market
endpoints, across balanced aftermarket and OEM distribution.
From an aftermarket perspective, we have strong reach with the world’s leading
marine retailers. Examples in the U.S. include Amazon, Bass Pro Shops, Walmart, and
West Marine. We also sell directly to virtually all major OEMs and OEM buy groups
around the world, including the ABA, Beneteau IBBI, and of course, the Brunswick
Boat Group. On this note, while BBG is an important customer, they represent only
6% of our global sales.
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We have a very broad product portfolio, ranging from general marine products (like
anchors and table and seating hardware) to Power Management solutions like
Lithium‐Ion batteries to Integrated Systems for water, fuel, and comfort management
to Digital Switching systems, and finally to both on‐ and off‐board digital user
experience solutions.
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I will bring to life a couple examples of products in our portfolio in just a moment, but
before I do, I wanted to highlight a unique capability that can help speed adoption of
new electrification and digital technologies for many of our OEM customers.
Through our ASG Connect organization, we have a robust team of application
engineers that work side‐by‐side with OEMs throughout the entire design and
manufacturing process. This helps deliver seamless end‐to‐end integration of our full
product portfolio.
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Ok, now let me bring to life the integrated nature of our product offering through a
couple quick illustrative videos.
This first video shows the power of our Fathom system. In order to do something
very simple on board a boat today, like make a cup of coffee, the boater needs to stop
what they’re doing to start a noisy generator.
Fathom eliminates the need for a generator and is powered by Mastervolt Lithium‐
Ion batteries, but works seamlessly with other products in our portfolio, like Blue
Seas switches, Ancor wire for power delivery, Mastervolt inverters to convert DC to
AC power, and BEP panels for intuitive control. This behind‐the‐scenes integration
helps deliver a frictionless, much more enjoyable consumer experience – with no on‐
board noise or vibration.
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This next video shows the power of our onboard digital experience platform – CZONE.
With CZONE, on‐board user control is simple and intuitive – and delivers an
experience that today’s consumers increasingly expect. CZONE integrates seamlessly
with our existing product portfolio.
Here, you can see integration with Mastervolt batteries for power monitoring and
tracking. Also, shown is integration with Attwood bilge pumps to help simplify
onboard water management.
And finally, CZONE not only integrates with our own products, but also those of other
manufacturers via our “Works with CZONE” program.
Here, you can see an example of integration with lighting packages supplied from
other manufacturers. Again, this is all designed and delivered to provide boaters with
a simple and intuitive on‐board experience.
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This data is confidential to Brunswick

ONBOARDING

HIGH POWER
CHARGING

SERVICING

•

Friction can occur across the three
dimensions of boat ownership
that impact the experience—and
serve as a barrier to entry for new
consumers

•

The new CZONE Mobile platform is
aimed at reducing ownership friction
and delivering a dramatically
improved boater experience

O N W AT E R

Now, let me shift from highlighting on‐board experiences to talking a bit more about
our new off‐board platform.
Today, we are announcing launch of a new mobile app platform – CZONE Mobile that
we believe will help dramatically improve the boat ownership experience for
consumers. What’s more, we are confident that the new platform establishes
Brunswick as the clear leader in the rapidly maturing marine app marketplace.
The new CZONE Mobile platform is aimed at reducing friction across the entire
ownership journey – from taking delivery and onboarding on Day 1 to spending time
on the water, to servicing.
Let me give you a sneak peek of some of the new exciting functionality that will be
coming as part of the new CZONE Mobile platform.
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CONSUMERS

This data is
internal to
Before I do, I should point out that the new CZONE Mobile platform will be rolled out
early this summer for all Sea Ray and Boston Whaler owners and beginning early in
2022, we will make the platform available to other OEM partners. The screens I’m
sharing here are from the Sea Ray app that is powered by CZONE, but all subsequent
versions will provide an immersive branded experience tailored to the particular
OEM.
One of the first experiences in the app is a highly engaging onboarding flow, where
consumers share their boating experience level and how they like to spend time on
the water. This enables a tailored and personalized experience over time. For
example, if the user shares that she is an experienced boater, she won’t later be
pushed boating basics “how to” content.
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LEARN

CONSUMERS EASILY FIND
ANSWERS TO SOME OF
THEIR MOST COMMON
QUESTIONS

OEM BRAND REMOVES
FRICTION AND BUILDS LOYALTY
BY MAKING INFORMATION
READILY AVAILABLE

Next, learning about operation of a boat is often a pain point for many new
consumers.
Rather than having to wade through dense user manuals, the new CZONE Mobile app
provides easy to access answers to consumer’s most common questions.
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SHOP

GUESS WORK IS
REMOVED FROM
PREPARING A NEW
BOAT VIA A GUIDED
SHOPPING EXPERIENCE

OEM BRANDS REALIZE
ADDED REVENUE BY
PROVIDING CURATED
PARTS AND ACCESSORIES
FOR THEIR CONSUMERS

A key part of the onboarding journey for a new consumer is securing all the new gear
they need for their boating lifestyle – things like dock lines, fenders, and U.S. Coast
guard safety equipment.
The CZONE Mobile app will eventually walk consumers through a contextual shopping
experience that is tailored to their specific boat type and needs.
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MONITORING

BOATER CAN REMOTELY
MONITOR PROPULSION
AND HOUSE SYSTEMS TO
CREATE PIECE OF MIND

OEM CREATES IMPROVED
SERVICE EXPERIENCE
THROUGH REMOTE
MONITORING AND
DIAGNOSTICS

And, finally, the new CZONE Mobile app will enable remote monitoring of all onboard
house and propulsion systems with installed hardware.
This allows users to remotely track things like battery levels and bilge status to ensure
that that their boat is ready for action on boating day.
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As you can see from some of the FATHOM and the CZONE examples, innovation is at
the core of ASG’s growth strategy in the marine industry.
Our passion for consumer‐led innovation coupled with our unmatched brand and
product portfolio, put us in an outstanding position to drive marine industry growth
in the years ahead.
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FIRST WAVE
Digital platform aimed at removing friction across
the ownership journey
NEXT WAVE
Digital platform helps to enable increasingly
autonomous experiences

On the connectivity front, you saw with CZONE some of our current innovation that is
already in market, or soon will be.
Our next wave of innovation here will focus on leveraging this connectivity backbone
as a platform to build increasingly autonomous experiences.
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FIRST WAVE
Low voltage (<48V) power storage and delivery for
“house loads” and low horsepower propulsion
NEXT WAVE
High voltage power storage & delivery for high
horsepower propulsion

And in electrification, we are already leading in the way with low voltage applications.
Fathom is a good example here.
But in the years ahead, we will continue innovating to deliver higher voltage solutions
to support more power‐hungry applications, like high horsepower propulsion.
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Let me shift now briefly to our growth strategy in the RV and specialty vehicle
markets. Like in marine, we have a very strong brand and product portfolio that
covers a wide spectrum of these vehicle.
And, again, our product portfolio is very well positioned to capitalize on emerging
trends in electrification and digital user experience.
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26%

74%

RV/SV

Marine

What’s more, we’re re‐doubling focus on growing in RV and specialty vehicle with a
solid foundation already in place.
In 2020, more than a quarter of sales, came from these verticals.
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And finally, just like in marine, we’re not just riding the industry wave to drive growth
here. We’re also innovating to deliver meaningfully better consumer experiences,
and to create over‐indexed growth opportunities for ASG.
So, as I begin to wrap up here, I wanted to reassert something that Dave said earlier –
ASG is not intending to just participate, or even to lead, our industries. We have
every intention of redefining these industries – all in a way that yields a meaningfully
better consumer experience and creates value for Brunswick.
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15K
ICE Generators
replaced

As evidence, we will replace 15K internal combustion engine generators with Fathom‐
like systems by 2023.
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5MM+
Digital consumer
engagements on the
new Czone platform

We will deliver well over 5MM digital branded engagements through our CZONE
mobile platform.
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20%+
Revenue Growth
CAGR

And, we will deliver a 20% revenue CAGR for Brunswick between 2020 and 2023.
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STRONG CHANNEL
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In summary, ASG is exceptionally well‐positioned for an exciting and value‐creating
“next wave.”
We have – and will build on – an industry leading brand and product portfolio. We
have unparalleled reach into virtually all global channels. We have a team of
professionals that wake up every morning and go to bed at night focused on
innovating to improve the consumer experience.
And, for all those reasons, we are extremely well positioned to capitalize on structural
trends in the industries in which we participate.
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